
 

Abstract— This study focuses on the relative 
values of drag and lift forces acting on a passenger 
trailing a large vehicle (drafting) under unsteady 
conditions. The simulation is conducted using 
FLUENT CFD software for a two-dimensional 
flow domain at Re 3.65x106 for a trailing distance 
of 0 to 30 meters. The unsteady effect is studied at 
15 time intervals for each time step. Turbulence is 
simulated using the RANS k-epsilon model. 
Results show that aerodynamically, the critical 
drafting distance is between four to five meters 
where a sharp peak is observed for drag at five 
meter distance. The lowest drag is found to occur 
at four meters. The results show the suitable 
distance for drafting which may serve as useful 
information for vehicle fuel economy and stability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
rafting or slipstreaming is a technique where two 
vehicles or objects align in a close group reducing the 
overall effect of drag due to exploiting the lead object's 

slipstream. Especially when high speeds are involved, large 
vehicles such as busses and trucks traveling at high speeds 
results in the formation of a large turbulent flow in the 
wake region. This turbulent flow is very unsteady in nature 
hence its influence on the air flow within its vicinity will 
also be unsteady. In high speed roads such as the national 
highways where large vehicles travel at high speeds, it is 
important for us to understand the extent as to how the air 
flow behavior around these large vehicles affect other 
vehicles. 
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In aerodynamics study, experiments mainly involve the 

measurement of the aerodynamic coefficients and flow 
visualization over vehicles. The same measurements and 
flow visualizations can also be done using numerical 
methods through Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
without having to undergo rigorous and costly wind tunnel 
tests. 

Ahmed [1,2] performed a series of wind-tunnel 
experiments in order to examine the wake structure around 
typical automobile geometries. The study focused on the 
time averaged structure obtained from visualizations of flow 
in the wake region for smooth quarter scale automobile 
models. Experiments were also performed with a bluff-
body, "generic" vehicle geometry where pressure 
measurements, wake surveys and force measurements for 
different angles of base-slant are presented. Results 
indicated that almost 85% of total aerodynamic resistance is 
contributed by pressure drag and most of this drag is 
generated at the rear end. 

Han [3] performed a numerical study over a three-
dimensional bluff-body in proximity to the ground. Due to 
the lack of detailed velocity measurements over this body, 
this work compared qualitatively the formation of the 
vortices in the wake and the drag coefficient for different 
slant angles. The author used two different RANS based 
turbulence models namely the k-ε and the RNG k-ε. It was 
reported that the overall validity of the computations was 
dependent on the turbulence model and the accuracy of the 
discretisation scheme. 

Sinisa and Davidson [4] stated that the consideration was 
not only the drag and lift coefficients that describe the 
aerodynamic properties of the body, but also the flow 
structures responsible for these properties. The forces acting 
on the surface of the body as a result of the surface pressure 
were studied both time averaged and instantaneously in the 
study. So, while the flow around the bodies is highly 
unsteady, our knowledge of this flow is based primarily on 
experimental and numerical studies of time averaged 
observations. The study has shown that the instantaneous 
flow is very different from the time averaged one, not only 
in the wake region but also along the entire body. 

Further research by Watkins and Vino [5] studied traffic 
vehicle spacing influence on drag coefficient of a vehicle. 
The authors confirmed that drag can be related to the 
longitudinal distances between trailing vehicles and that in 
general, drag reduction is significant as the vehicles the 
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distance between the vehicles decrease.  As a result, the 
concept of travelling in a convoy is being explored among 
trucks as the drag reduction between 10-40% was observed. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
 
     The present numerical study is conducted on a two-
dimensional car model as shown in Figure 1. A model of a 
passenger bus is also constructed and located upstream 
from the car in the flow domain. The body takes the shape 
of a hatchback passenger car with dimensions of 4.325 m in 
the stream wise direction and 1.353 m in height. The 
geometry of the computational domain is given in (Figure 
2) which shows the bus being placed in a tunnel which is 
20 m in height and 70 m in length which accounts for six 
times the overall length of the bus with one length upstream 
and five lengths downstream.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: 2-Dimensional geometry of the vehicle body. 
 

 
Figure 2: Geometry of computational domain. 

 

        In this work, the incoming mean velocity, U∞ was set 
at 30 m/s. No-slip boundary conditions were used at the 
walls. The conditions result in Reynolds Number of 
3.65x106 based on inlet velocity and vehicle length. Airflow 
was assumed to be incompressible and adiabatic. The 
conditions at the outlet were left as “outflow” and were 
automatically obtained from the computation. The 
computational domain was constructed with unstructured 
Tri-Mesh (with meshing spacing 0.1 and the mesh type was 
TGrid). 

        Initially, the simulation of the bus and car was 
conducted separately for validation and grid dependence 
study check. Afterwards, the passenger car was positioned 
at different locations within this distance in the trailing 

wake as shown in Table 1. The resulting drag and lift forces 
at these different locations were obtained. Since the 
simulation was unsteady, the drag and lift forces were 
determined at several time steps to see whether there are 
any obvious fluctuations of CD and CL. 

 

Table 1: Drafting position of the car. 
 

 
 

A uniform velocity of 30 m/s was set at the flow inlet. A 
pressure based solver was used along with the RANS k-ε 
turbulence model. Standard wall functions were used for 
near wall treatment. The transient computation was carried 
out at a time step of 0.1s.  FLUENT solver was used to 
solve the Navier-Stokes equations for two-dimensional 
unsteady incompressible flow shown below.  
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The grid independence study was conducted for 
computational grids consisting of 54,672, 67,216 and 
79,761 elements and was carried out for drag coefficients. 
No significant change in drag was observed for the 67,216 
and 79,761 grids. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1  Flow Analysis around the Bus and Passenger Car 
 

The resolution of the boundary layer on the body is 
directly responsible for the size of the wake. Based on the 
velocity vectors in figure 3, the air flows produce two 
counter rotating vortices behind the bus body which is 
typical for separating flows behind a rectangular bluff body. 
The combinations of large vortex and separation cause a 
large effect on the drag force.  The size of the wake 
produced by the bus is approximately 15 m in length.  The 
main idea behind drafting is to take advantage of this low 



                                                         
 

  

pressure region inside the wake (within the said length) 
which should result in less pressure drag on the trailing 
vehicle.  The geometry of the trailing vehicle is modelled 
according to a hatchback type passenger car as shown along 
with pressure contour in figure 4.  The car produces counter 
rotating vortices (figure 5) at the near end similar to that 
produced by the bus.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: Velocity vectors behind the bus. 

 

High pressure is formed in front of the passenger’s car 
such as contour pressure that shown in figure 4. The model 
used in this analysis is from hatchback type and the drag 
coefficient produced usually is higher than car-shaped 
notchback. The geometry also affects the value of results 
obtained. The characteristic of unsteady flows around the 
model is observed as shown in figure 5. Vortices flows 
produced behind the body similar with the flow behind the 
bus. The wake structures behind the body are influenced by 
high pressure that occurs in front of body.  

 
 

Figure 4: Contour of static pressure. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Velocity vectors behind the passenger car. 
 
 

3.2 Flow Analysis in Drafting Condition 
 

During drafting condition, five rotating vortices are 
observed in the wake region with one additional clockwise 
rotating vortex formed on the roof of the trailing vehicle 
(numbered as “3” in figure 6).  The direction of rotation in 
vortex 2 and 3 plays an important role in reducing the drag 
of the trailing vehicle. 
 

Based on the graph in figure 7, the relative value of CD 
decreases from 0.1 to 4.0 meters. The relative value in that 
drafting distance is around 0.0464 until 0.51. The result 
shows that the passenger car seems to be sucked forward at 
close distance. The value of drag coefficient (CD) suddenly 
increases as much as 0.128 when the drafting position is 
increased to 5.0 meters. The increment of this value is 
caused by a change of pressure force produced around the 
body surface. In other word, drafting position at 4.0 to 5.0 
meter is a critical position to be discussed further. 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Enlarged view of velocity vectors at the passenger 
car surface. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Value of CD at different distance. 
 
  
 In figure 8, at 5.0 meter distance, the strong trailing 
vortices from the downstream rotate counterclockwise 
through in front of the car body.  The lower vortex 
upstream of the trailing vehicle decreases in size thus 
reducing the suction effect, hence the higher drag. The 
entire observation for this analysis shows the drag 
coefficient (CD) is low at 4.0 meter of the drafting distance. 
Based on the pressure distribution in figure 9, high pressure 
is produced at the top and behind the passenger car while 
low pressure is produced in front of the body. At 5.0 meter, 
the pressure force produced acting on the entire car body. 



                                                         
 

  

The effects of distribution show the higher pressure is 
produced at front and behind the body.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Difference of velocity vectors in the wake between 
(a) 4.0 meter and (b) 5.0 meter of drafting position. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Distribution of pressure coefficient (Cp) between 
(a) 4.0 meter and (b) 5.0 meter of drafting position. 
 
 
 
3.3 Drag Forces at Different Time Intervals 
 

An unsteady simulation is carried out for 7 time intervals 
with 0.7 seconds.  The early analysis indicates that for 5 
meters drafting distance, the drag varies significantly with 
time compared to drag for shorter drafting distances.  This 
indicates that at critical drafting distances the flow and the 
wake structure is highly unsteady in nature and further 
investigation into this phenomenon is required. The value 
of drag force varies as much as 0.328. 
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Figure 10:  Comparison of drag coefficient (CD) for each 
time step of drafting distance. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Drafting position at 4.0 to 5.0 meter is a critical drafting 
where the air flows from the bus causing the drag 
coefficient (CD) obtained suddenly increase as much as 
0.128. In this case, distance at 4.0 meter is an ideal position 
in terms of fuel efficiency and safety to the passenger car 
while trailing behind a large vehicle.  At critical distance 
the unsteady effect is large calling for further investigation. 
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